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HB 710

Allow a Summons Instead of Incarceration for Employed and Stable Parolees
The Process that Requires Incarceration Pending a Hearing
Is Costly to Texas Counties and Communities
INCARCERATING PAROLEES ACCUSED OF CERTAIN MISDEMEANORS UNNECESSARILY BURDENS COUNTIES
In fiscal year 2013, the 10 most populous Texas county jails together paid almost $98,000 per day to house
individuals who were incarcerated as the result of warrants issued by the Parole Division of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). Known as “blue warrants,” these orders are issued by TDCJ for
individuals under supervision (parole or mandatory supervision) who are accused of violating their terms of
release or committing a new crime. These individuals are then incarcerated in a county jail, without access to
bond or bail, until they are provided a hearing by the Board of Pardons and Paroles that will decide whether to
revoke their release or reinstate the conditions of their release, with or without new conditions.
Blue warrants can be issued for an arrest ranging from capital murder to the lowest level of misdemeanor, which
would not normally constitute a jail-able offense but may be a violation of release conditions. Blue warrants can
be lifted in preliminary hearings but many proceed to revocation hearings, where hearing officers listen to
evidence and recommend an outcome to the Board, which then renders the final decision.
In fiscal year 2013, the Board of Pardons and Paroles held 20,662 hearings1 to decide whether to return
individuals to supervision or revoke their supervision. Ultimately, the Board reinstated the supervision or reparoled more than half, or 10,777, of those individuals,2 which means the Board did not deem them a threat to
society. And yet, each one of these individuals spent, on average, 34 days in the county jail.
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The Board of Pardons and Paroles does not provide information as to whether those who were released from
jail were charged with new misdemeanors or felonies, but it is likely that the overwhelming number of these
were for low-level misdemeanors. This means that many of the 10,777 individuals kept in the county jail during
2013 were held at significant county expense, potentially losing whatever employment they had, and
endangering the stability of their families for crimes that normally would not have merited incarceration;
likewise, they otherwise would have been eligible for bond and bail – if not for the requirement by TDCJ that all
individuals for whom blue warrants are issued MUST be held until they waive their hearing or that hearing is
conducted.

KEY FINDINGS


The 10 Texas county jails with the largest populations on November 1, 2014, housed 1,585 individuals who
were being held on blue warrants for new charges.3 At an average aggregate daily cost of $97,808, these
ten counties spent approximately $36 million in fiscal year 2013 to house individuals on blue warrants for
new charges, half of whom were ultimately released back into their communities.



Individuals with criminal records who are seeking employment are offered half as many positions as job
seekers with identical qualifications but no record.4 When individuals with records find stable employment,
it is crucial that they face as few obstacles as possible to keeping that employment, or risk recidivating.



Formerly incarcerated individuals have a much more difficult time finding housing than individuals without a
record; an estimated four out of five landlords employ background checks to help them screen out
prospective tenants with criminal records.5 Again, challenges to keeping stable housing should be kept at a
minimum to prevent re-offending.

COST-SAVING AND PUBLIC SAFETY-DRIVEN SOLUTION: SUPPORT HB 710

BY CHAIRMAN TURNER



HB 710 will allow the Parole Division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice to issue a summons,
rather than a blue warrant, for certain individuals accused of violating their terms of release or
committing a new crime. More specifically, this will apply to individuals who have been charged with
certain misdemeanors and who can show a record of stability and employment.



HB 710 will save counties millions of dollars, allowing them to devote funds to other local endeavors that
will increase community prosperity and contribute to public safety. County jails are obligated to house
individuals charged with blue warrants, even though these individuals otherwise qualify for and are able to
pay for release on bond or bail. This drains county coffers of funds that could be used to address other,
more immediate issues that could have a huge impact on local communities.



HB 710 will allow individuals who have committed minor crimes but demonstrated long-term stability to
keep their housing and employment while they await the decision of the Board of Pardons and Paroles.
The data demonstrates the undeniable barriers that formerly incarcerated individuals face when seeking
housing and employment. This points to the necessity of ensuring that individuals be allowed to keep
working and paying their bills instead of sitting uselessly in jail if they have only been charged with minor
violations of the law.
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